
Materials Science and Engineering 
Study Plan for PhD Students 

 
Name  _____________________________ Date _______________ 
Student ID number ___________________ Quarter entered NU ________________ 
Office room number __________________ Office phone number _______________ 
Incoming degree ___ BS  ___ MS                Field ___________________________ 
Advisor signature _____________________________________________________ 
Research area ________________________________________________________ 
 
Core courses    Quarter taken Grade 
MSE 401   
MSE 404   
MSE 405   
MSE 406   
MSE 408   
(Attach signed exemption form for any waived core courses, and list institution and grade) 
 
Additional 400 levels (min. 4) Quarter taken Grade 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
(List institution and grade for transferred courses) 
 
Minor Courses (2) Quarter taken Grade 
   
   
(List institution and grade for transferred courses) 
 
 
Other courses Quarter taken Grade 
   
   
   
   
   
   
(List institution and grade for transferred courses) 
 
 
Total courses: 15  The following courses cannot be counted in towards the 15 without petition to 
Associate Chairman: 316-1,2; 321 ; 332; 351-1,2; 360; 362. (Except as noted in Info for Grad 
Students. Attach form if necessary.) 
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